CORK REGION

CONTRACTS – PROCUREMENT
SEMINAR
7th March 2006

Rochestownpark Hotel
9.00 to 13.00

Forms of Contract – Legal Aspects
Liability, Risk, Dispute Resolution

Damien Keogh – Matheson Ormby Prentice, Solicitors
Specialists in Construction Law

Contract Strategy – Right Approach
Options for Procurement Process

John Fleming – Jacobs Babtie
PPP advisors to NRA, D&B Specialists

The Owner’s Experience
Advantages and Disadvantages

Michael Delaney – Cork Institute of Technology
National Maritime College, Cork School of Music and more

The Contractor’s Viewpoint
What Works, Avoiding Disputes

Denis O’Driscoll – Solicitor
Specialist in contract law and dispute resolution

Further details from: Darren Twomey 086 2303703
Simon Brewitt    021 4809800